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Abstract 

In the framework of a large infrastructure project in Antwerp (Belgium), where a two-level tunnel is planned, a 
series of load tests on diaphragm wall segments were executed. The diaphragm wall will be founded on stiff 
Boom clay and will support the excavation of the tunnel during construction and will also serve as foundation of 
the finalized structure. The aim of the tests was to investigate the vertical bearing capacity of the diaphragm 
walls. Four wall segments with cross section of 2.8m x 0.8m and a length of about 40m were tested. It was opted 
for static load tests using integrated Osterberg cells close to the base. This paper deals with the set up, 
experiences and results of the monitoring of the jacks, piezometers, fiber optics, inclinometers, topographical 
measurements, settlements targets, laboratory tests and CPT’s. A challenge was the verticality of drilling and 
diaphragm wall and the guiding of the monitoring and data wires through the steel bearing plates. 
Measurements were visualized automatically and continuously in an online tool during the test. A back 
calculation based on the monitoring was made to better assess the behavior of the soil under the loading 
conditions. Experiences in this project can be useful for similar test campaigns. 
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1. Introduction 

As a part of the closure of the city ring in Antwerp (Oosterweel connection), a two-level tunnel will be 
constructed. Diaphragm walls are used to support the excavation of the tunnel during construction and will also 
serve as foundation of the finalized structure. The diaphragm walls will be founded on stiff Boom clay. The 
ultimate vertical capacity of the diaphragm walls in the Boom clay was tested in a full scale test set-up, by 
performing a series of load tests on 4 diaphragm wall segments. The location of the Oosterweel connection in 
Antwerp and a picture of the test site are shown in Figure 1. The loading tests were performed using integrated 
Osterberg cells. During the loading tests geotechnical monitoring was performed. The results of the loading tests 
were compared with the Belgian guideline (BBRI 2016) and used in the design phase of the project. 

 
Figure 1: left: Location of the Oosterweel connection and the test site in Antwerp / Belgium 
(https://wegenenverkeer.be); right: View at the test site and the 4 diaphragm wall segments 

 

2. Geometry and test program 

2.1 Geometry diaphragm walls 

Four diaphragm wall segments (concrete C30/37) with cross section of 2.8m x 0.8m and a length of about 40m 
were tested. During installation, the bentonite level in the excavated trench was kept at a minimum of 2m 

https://wegenenverkeer.be/
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above the water table. The test site after the installation of the diaphragm panels is illustrated in Figure 1. In 
Figure 2 a plan view of the four wall segments and the location of the instrumentation are shown. 

 
Figure 2: Plan view of the diaphragm wall segments and location and number of field instruments (P = 

piezometers; S = CPT; I = inclinometers; Z = settlement targets; D = targets on top of the panels) 

2.2 Ground conditions 

The diaphragm walls are founded on stiff Boom clay. Boom clay is characterized by a cone resistance qc ~ 5 MPa, 
a friction ratio of Rf ~ 4,5%, a low permeability of about k ~ 10-11 m/s and an undrained shear strength of about 
cu ~ 200 kPa. The tertiary Boom clay is located about  30m below ground level. In Figure 3 the soil profile and 
CPT profile at the site are illustrated.  The reference levels in m TAW (Belgian reference level) of the top and 
bottom of the wall as well as the levels of the Osterberg cells are indicated.   

2.3 Osterberg cells 

For the static load tests,  2 integrated Osterberg cells close to the wall base were installed, for 2 panels at 2m 
and for the 2 other panels at 6m from the base. In a typical loading test, a huge pressure at the top of the wall 
of about 24000 kN would have been necessary. With Osterberg cells a much lower pressure of 8000 kN is 
required. The hydraulic cells when pressurized generate an upward (reaction) force on the shaft and a downward 
force on the wall base. The aim of the test is to measure the bearing capacity below the Osterberg cells. The 
shaft resistance above the Osterberg cells is much higher than the bearing capacity under the cells, consequently 
only the lower part of the wall moves (downwards). During the loading test the concrete at the level of the cells 
initially develops a horizontal fissure, then a cavity between the 2 steel bearing plates grows. A challenge was to 
guide the monitoring and data wires through the 2 bearing plates and growing cavity. A disadvantage of the 2 
horizontal bearing plates is the potential obstruction of the bentonite- and concrete flow during the construction 
of the wall, and the risk of inclusions. In Figures 3 and 4 some pictures of the Osterberg cells are shown. 

2.4 Loading steps 

The walls were consecutively loaded until geotechnical failure of the Boom clay, which is defined at a vertical 
displacement of 10% of the equivalent diameter (thus 11cm). In a first phase (12-22 June 2018) the loading on 
each panel was applied in one day, in accordance with the Belgian practice, see Figure 5. In a second phase (Oct-
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Nov 2018) the walls were reloaded at a much lower loading speed to allow some excess pore pressure 
dissipation. 

   
Figure 3: left: CPT’s, groundlayering and levels of the diaphragm wall; right: principle of Osterberg cells (Fugro) 

 

        
Figure 4: Reinforcement with Osterberg cells and steel bearing plates (CROW-CUR Handboek Diepwanden, 

Ontwerp en Uitvoering (2022)) 
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3. Monitoring program and ground investigation 

During the loading tests the diaphragm walls were provided with the following instrumentation: 

 Sensors to measure pressures in the 8 O-cell jacks. 
 16 telltales, for measuring the vertical deformation of the base and the top of the upper bearing plate. 
 16 expansion transducers (LVWDT), for measuring the vertical deformation of the jacks. 
 16 topographical targets at the top of the walls, for measuring (upwards) movements (D). 
 Fiber optics on the reinforcement, for measuring vertical strains within the walls. The applied types were 

FBG, BOFDA, Raman, 1 BOTDA and 32 local strain gauges. 
 3 pressure cells at the bottom of the walls. 

  
Figure 5: Load vs. time during the loading test of the diaphragm walls in the first (left) and second (right) phase 

In addition to that, the soil around the diaphragm walls was also provided with instrumentation (Figure 2). It 
consisted of: 

 24 settlements targets (Z1-Z24) at ground level, for measuring vertical and horizontal deformations. 
 4 inclinometers (I1-I4) and 1 movable 15m long IPI (in place inclinometer), for measuring horizontal 

deformations in the ground up to level -36 mTAW. 
 14 vibrating wire piezometers (P), for measuring water pressures in the Boom clay: 

• Beneath the diaphragm walls: 4 fully grouted piezometers (P1a-P4a). The piezometers were installed 
by drilling through a void former inside of the wall, placing the piezometer in the drilled borehole at the 
required depth (~ -35,5 mTAW), and backfilling the borehole with grout over a height of 2m to 5m 
above the piezometer. The reason for the restricted height of the grout column was to avoid any 
interference with the nearby Osterberg cell. 

• Next to the diaphragm walls: 4 push-in piezometers (P1c-P4c) installed from the bottom of a drilled 
borehole at level ~ -36 mTAW. During the difficult installation high water pressures (1500 à 4000 kPa) 
were registered, due to the penetration of the piezometer into the stiff Boom clay. The piezometers 
were slowly pushed over a limited depth of around 17 to 44 cm into the Boom clay. The installation was 
executed in several steps, including waiting periods for the dissipation of water pressures. Despite the 
efforts, the installation of piezometer P4c failed, due to the fragile adapter. Piezometer P1c was 
overloaded during installation, and showed some questionable results after installation. The two 
remaining push-in piezometers P2c and P3c however show the best measurements of all piezometers. 

• Next to the diaphragm walls: 6 fully grouted piezometers (Pb+Pd) placed within a drilled borehole at 
level -35 to -35,5 mTAW, fixed on an inclinometer tube and positioned above the push-in piezometer. 
The piezometers are from two different suppliers (Geosense and RST), and are located approximately 
0,5m above the bottom of the drill hole to minimize influence of borehole debris at the bottom of the 
borehole (after the installation of the push-in piezometer the borehole could not be cleaned due to the 
presence of the cable. 

The installation of the piezometers and inclinometers located next to the diaphragm walls took place prior to 
the installation of the diaphragm walls. The aim was to install the instrumentation as close as possible to the 
wall, as the horizontal distance of the monitoring to the wall is important in the analyses. Given the great depth 
of the instrumentation (~40m), verticality of drilling and verticality of the diaphragm wall were very important, 
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not to have the instrumentation interfere with the diaphragm wall. The verticality of the diaphragm walls was 
very good with a maximum inclination of barely 0,25%. The registration of the verticality performed by the 
digging crane of the diaphragm walls was very accurate, and matched with the inclinometer measurement of a 
waiting tube in the wall. The verticality of the drilling, performed for placing the instrumentation, wasn’t always 
good, with a maximum inclination of 2,5%. Consequently inclinometer I1 was destroyed during the installation 
of the diaphragm wall 1. 

Laboratory tests were executed on the grout, used to fill the boreholes of the inclinometers and the 
piezometers,. The Water/Cement/Bentonite ratio of the grout mixture was about 2,7/1/0,4 to match, at the 
time of the first test phase, the strength of the Boom clay. The unit weight, water content, permeability and 
undrained shear strength were tested. The results of this laboratory research are summarized in De Vos (2022). 

Before and after the loading tests 8 CPT’s up to 50m depth were executed, using a lubricating liquid after the 
cone to maximize the penetration depth of the CPT in the Boom clay. 

 

4. Monitoring results 

In the next paragraphs the main results of the monitoring, performed by the Geotechnical division of the Flemish 
Government, are discussed. The most important measurements were visualized automatically and continuously 
in an online tool during the tests. 

4.1 Piezometers 

The piezometers measure instantaneously the effect of the loading and the different loading steps can be clearly 
distinguished. Large excess pore water pressures are measured in the Boom clay during the loading tests, with 
a maximum excess pore water pressure of ~750 kPa in piezometer P1b in the first loading phase, see Figure 6. 
In between the two loading phases the water pressures in the piezometers located between the 4 panels (P1c, 
P3c, P3b, P3d and P1b) and P2c, dissipate very slowly; the grouted piezometers located at the outer side of the 
panels (P2b, P2d and P4b) dissipate quickly. In the second phase, with slower loading steps, the water pressures 
are lower than in the first phase; piezometer P3c is situated in the middle of the 3 loaded panels and reaches 
the highest water pressure of ~650 kPa. 

 
Figure 6: Excess pore water pressure in kPa in the piezometers vs. time during the 2 phases of the loading test 

Push-in and fully grouted piezometers installed next to the diaphragm walls give almost identical excess pore 
water pressures during the application of the load. The water pressure, induced by the loading of a wall panel, 
extends to the adjacent panels at some few meters distance. The rate of dissipation of excess pore water 
pressures differs between fully grouted and push-in piezometers. After 4 months, the push-in piezometers P1c, 
P2c and P3c still show significant excess pore water pressures, whereas the fully grouted sensors have returned 
approximately to the initial situation; this could be due to the permeability of the grout, which is substantially 
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higher than the permeability of the Boom clay (factor ~10000 difference). The fully grouted piezometers from 
two different suppliers (P3b and P3d) measure identical water pressures during the full measuring period. 

The fully grouted piezometers underneath the diaphragm wall (type a) instantly show very high excess pore 
water pressures. However, due to the small grout column above the sensor and the higher permeability of the 
grout, the overpressure dissipates very quickly, even in between the several loading steps of a panel. After the 
loading test there is an almost immediate return to the water pressure in the tube above the sensor. 

4.2 Inclinometers (I2-I4) 

The manual and continuous measurements of the inclinometers were successful. The maximum measured 
horizontal displacement is 30 mm at the bottom of inclinometer I4, which is located very close to panel 4, at a 
horizontal distance of only 0,14m, see Figure 7. The IPI measures relatively very accurate, although the absolute 
position differs a bit from the manual measurements (1 à 2 cm). The inclinometers only move horizontally 
underneath the level of -33 à -34 mTAW; above this level there is no horizontal movement. 

  
Figure 7: Left: Horizontal deformation (mm) in function of depth (mTAW) in inclinometer I4 after the loading 

test at 15/06/18; right: Load on panel 4 and horizontal deformation of the bottom of inclinometer I4 of the IPI 
in function of time at 14-15 June 2018 

4.3 BOTDA optic fiber 

The signal of the BOTDA optic fiber, glued to the reinforcement, was fairly noisy with a noise of 30 to 40 
microstrain (Figure 8). The temperature rise caused by the hardening of the concrete, results in an initial strain 
of 500 microstrain, which must be taken into account. The strain caused by the loading is about 120 microstrain. 
The separate loading steps could not be deduced from the measurements. 

         
Figure 8: Strain in the BOTDA-fiber in wall 2 in function of time; left: after installation of the concrete wall at 

level -33,56 mTAW, right: during the loading test at level -30,30 mTAW 

4.4 Settlements targets 

The 24 topographical targets (Z1-Z24) measured very limited displacements during the execution of the 
diaphragm wall and during the loading tests. The vertical and horizontal displacements of the ground surface 
were limited to a few mm, which is positive for nearby buildings/constructions in the real project. 

4.5 Targets on the walls 

The targets at the top of the walls (D) measured almost no upward movement during the loading tests (0 to 2 
mm). The shaft friction of the ground layers above the Osterberg cells was, as expected, sufficiently high. 
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5. Analysis of the results 

5.1 Bearing capacity of the Boom clay 

Witteveen+Bos and BBRI deduced the ultimate bearing capacity of the diaphragm wall on the test results. It is 
worth noting that there is scatter in the bearing capacity of the different panels. This might be the result of the 
presence of a mud layer at the base of the diaphragm wall (due to the excavation), or the result of inclusions of 
bentonite around the bearing plates. 

5.2 Back calculation 

A back calculation of the load test based on the monitoring was carried out to evaluate the response of the soil. 
A simple 2D model was built making use of the geotechnical software Plaxis. Here the soil profile is in agreement 
with Figure 3. Moreover, the soil model extends to a depth of about 15m below the wall base. The geometry of 
a single wall is symmetric, so only one half was modelled. The pile was modelled as a linear elastic material, 
while the soils were modelled with the Hardening soil constitutive model. Starting from the outcome of the 
loading tests the parameters of the clay were adapted to match the loading curves and the capacity at the base 
of the wall (Figure 9). The attained undrained shear strength of the Boom clay was cu=150 kPa, much lower than 
the undisturbed strength, but that is expected for a bored type of installation. 

The model is therefore in principle capable of reproducing the response of any of the 4 wall segments subjected 
to loading. Figures 10 and 11 compare the calculated horizontal soil displacements next to the wall and the 
excess pore water pressure below the wall against measured values. The maximum horizontal displacements 
measured at I2 and I4 (Figure 10) agree very well with the calculated values. The measured excess pore water 
showed some dissipation during each loading step probably due to the grout filling being more permeable than 
the clay. The measured values in Fig. 11b are the sum of the maximum excess pressure of every loading stage.  

 
Figure 9: Loading test results vs. simple model output 

                                       

          (a)       (b)    

Figure 10: (a) Spatial distribution of horizontal deformations at the base of the wall; (b) calculated deformation 
at the location of Inclinometers I2 (2m from the wall) and I4 (0.14m from wall) at the end of the loading test   
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         (a)       (b)    

Figure 11: (a) Spatial distribution of excess pore water pressure at the base of the wall; (b) Calculated excess 
pore water pressure at the end of the loading test, at the approximate level of piezometers P4a and P4b 

Despite its limitations, the simple model was able to reproduce the measured response of the soil and the 
assumed geotechnical parameters can be used for the design. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In order to optimize the design of a huge infrastructure project in Antwerp in situ static load tests on diaphragm 
walls were performed. Four diaphragm wall segments with cross section of 2.8m x 0.8m and a length of about 
40m were tested. The walls were consecutively loaded until geotechnical failure of the Boom clay. The loading 
tests were performed using integrated Osterberg cells close to the wall base. 

During the loading tests the diaphragm walls were provided with a lot of instrumentation. The piezometers 
measure instantaneously the effect of the loading and the different loading steps can be clearly distinguished. 
Large excess pore water pressures are measured in the Boom clay during the loading tests. The manual and 
continuous measurements of the inclinometers were successful. 

Based on the monitoring results a better understanding of the soil parameters of the Boom Clay was achieved. 
Experiences in this project can be useful for future similar test campaigns. 

A back calculation of the load test based on the monitoring was carried out to evaluate the response of the soil. 
A simple 2D model was built making use of the geotechnical software Plaxis. The model is in principle capable 
of reproducing the response of any of the 4 wall segments subjected to loading. 
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